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Oblique Propagation of Groundwaves Across a Cocastin e-
Part MI

James- H. Waft

Conriftbution from the ClxtrcIlt Rcdi&o Proptigation Liibordwtoy, National rBurt~u of Staftlds Boulder, Colo.
(Received November 8, 1963)

This paper, which is a conitinuation of two earlier papers of the samec title, conitains
numnerical resuilts for the field anomaly near at coastline When the sualce impedance Changes
i a linear inanner between land: and sea. Thle earlier results for anl abrupt boundary ate
recovered as thte width of the transition region is reduced to zera. In general, it is found
that the characteristics of the transition region Wvill not produce significant modifications of
the transmnitted field, However, the inagiiittrde of- tile reflected field is greatly reduced as
the wvidth of th~e transition zonie is increased beyond abouit one-quarter Wavelength.

1. Introduiction inpedance of the land is Z while that of the sea is
Z'. The situation is illustrated in figuire 1 where -the

In part 1 1Wait, 1963t~ of at series of papers of this earth's surface is the (x y) plante of at Cartesian coor-
title, the prpaation of radio waves acr'oss a flatt- intsstnaidheoslnesat=.
lying- coastin was investig-ated theoreticallyv. Ii
part 11 [Wait and Jackson;, 196:31,, the iiimfluence of anl
elevation change between land and sea wats cotn- 3. Statement of Formulas
sidered. It is the purpose of the present paper to
Consider again the flat-lyig Coastline but with special Quoting froilt part 1, thte working formula for the
attenition giveni to at noniabrupt variaition of the m+utual iipaceincrettnent Azm is given by
Conductivity ait the coatil tim

As indicated iii p art 1, the assultion of it suddnen etkC,d, C,~ [c f'L( 2;lkJ(x) e-kC,x
change of electrical properties gfives rise to an IalpjjiarZ- , 2 E. ! L X
ent siliguli'ity of the field i-''t ait thie Coastline. It

ishown lin what follo ws thiat the 'sitwguiaritv" is notXJ 2 [Aij-jd,()

p resent whleni the sutfll iimapedance clian~es "a- V
ually ait th e juniction or coastine. f(x) =(Z' -Z)1,, 77o=120r,

2. Formulation 1JI(1 is the Ilankel fulicio of order zero of the
second1 kild,

The mtodel is the sarire its thatt used ini par t 1. "Thle C, =ceos 0,,' k-?r/wavelemw-th,
essentiil features aire described biefl-v here. The (,=shiortest distance from coastlinie to B (positive if
transmnittnig antena A, located oii tinl ,1and, is at at 1B is over sea and iie'ati-ve if B is over land),
great distanice fronti the coatl For piesenit pin'-

poses, it is onily iiecessaryr to assune, thtat A is at solurce and, finially, r; is chiosen to be sufficiently large that
Of verticail polarized 'grondwa es. Thme receiving I'(x) 0 f or X < - E
antenna, B r~ elativelyv near thle coastline h)ut it maliy For p uroses of the present paper, some further
be on thleseal It isfuirthier atssuni~ie1tt B is eqtuiva siin lpifcat, Otis May be miade. Specifically, it is
lent to an infinitesrl vertical dipole and thus it noted that,
respon1ds onhl-\ to the verticil electic fied. ftx) =-e(xr) e (2)14

Fromn compsrder ation of re('ipro( mtY it is (-lent- that
the role of transmnitter and receiver 11n11v b~e initer- Wvhci' Ao)(X) is approximia-tely at ireal positive quantity
changed. Thius, in general, it is io't ineaninlgful to whose niagnitude is situil comnpared with uity (e.g.,
express thle results ini terms, of ntul ii pedance A,<0.1). For examtple, ait sufficiently lrg positive
zm+Az,, betweeii the respec tive termiinal pairs of values of x,
anteninas A and1( B. Heme Zm is tile mutual imnpedantce
if tile surlace imlpedanice were at onsttint Z for all j 12 (1 ~ i/
paints of thle eai'tir's surface. itus, AZ,, 'is tite Asz4 o~ 0gw '1± -=
inodification of the mnutual iinpdatnee which resultsaif W I,:iEw12
from the presence of the itrmoinogeneity of surface __( \?ih ( (3/
i mpedance Z'. Ini the present problem, the surfrace GOT-ie. + o ie'W)



Y finite transition region-of width (1, where A0(x) varies
I Iin a linear mnantner. Thus

I COAST L IN E 41(x)-O for x< (10I2,

[z+(doI2)] ~A foi- - d,2<x<do/2,
A (Z) I (Z')

SEA A frx>dI2. (5)

B - - ~With this idel, the surface iipedance is imaginedXto Change in alna ntnroe h itne(,a
",ainiae niner 1 abr, vtte itnc 0 a

To siin-11 lify h computational problem, ,certain
dimensioless quantities are initroduced ats follows.

a kCWx, a, -kCdi,, D)_k Cad0,
FiGIURE Ia. Plan view of the earth's surf aceillustrating! a

coastline with a finite transition zone betweena id and sea, and D0== 1/C =kdo. Thent, it easily follows that (1)
rmay be written in the fori

M(x) Azm A~ef3,f/41 2 [ aa i

0ej *G a (6)

where, in thie ease of it linear variation,

G-=0 foi-a< -D/2,

2 2 a(D/9) fo
-D 01 -D/2<a<D2,

=1 frce*>J)/2. (7)
G~'I'Therefore,

-- I cr -D) '<a< 1),2,

L/ -0 For a--1/2 and aI', (s)

DliIivIcwir ,i plottedl verstus a.
=I -D b as1 14diMatld iii~)11,ll- figureil Ico whb Ci ecomIes

Ficum; 1i), e. The linecar smrfuce impnpce puriton. F. ~ -. Q 9

where a, and e, aire the cond~uctivity and1( petn tivity I IL
of the landl and -a' and E' are the' Co(Iductivitv anld whr
perntlity of the seat. In i most eases -of praictivall

interest, W is sufficiently low and a' is sufficienitly "1. 12
large that 41 j J"" Thj'aCja-,1ia, (10)

(4)

which is real. land(

f~i a- P/2
4. Linear Variation of Surface Im edance Q? -He" ,, A J[la-aile d.a

In Part I, it wits assumled that 4,(X) wats at step
function tit x=0 correspondIingv to an abrupt lbound- + 1~i- 1  ~ (i
arv. Here it is desirable to allow A,(x), to have aL 11/2
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List of Errata for Electromagnetic Waves in StiAtified Media, by
Jane sR._ Wait,_ Pe rganon, Pre as, 1462 arid Mac i1an, 19,62..

Now Reads
in Part Should Read

T itle page California Colorado

pg. 3  TiB

pg. 36, eqn. (111)
06

pg. 37, eqn. (112) F' 'F
0 a

pg. 52, eqn. (173) cor A0 A cos 0

pg. 14, eqn. (73) 2 k0 C -2 k C

pg. 89, eqn. (21) q(z) q (z)

pg. 90, eqns. (25),
(26), (27), (30) q(z) q (2)

i Tr/3 -i Zn/3
pg. 112, eqn. (2 ) e e

1 d Y (y) 1 d2 Y (y)

pg. 118, eqn. (60) Y(y) d y' + Y(y) - d y

d' Y d'Y
pg. 119, eqn. (62) d t2 d y'

pg. 119, eqns. (67), 2/3
(68) (-t) t)3/2

pg. 128, eqn. (122) s" s m

pg. 141, eqn. (3.20) (n > 2) (n > 0)

pg. 155, eqn. (5.5) a-[ ] 19L ]
a

pg. 159, eqn. (6.9) Zkh 2 k z (ka)] 
n ~ ~ -c- vn

pg. 185, eqns.(Il. 13), NI kN I
(11. 14)

and pg. 186, eqn.
(11.15), etc.

-ikae -ikaO
pg. 199, eqn. (11) e e --- V

pg. 214, eqn. (43) qi i S=2/3 q- qi s'3 (c/a)

pg. 234, line 2 from exp ,-i 8 y] exp [ i 8p ky
bottom p

pg. 234, bottom line k [ 12 1

pg. 235, 2nd line exp (i 8 y exp ( p ky]
p p

pg. 235, eqns. (47), (48) 1 k Ip p



Now Reads

in Part Should Read

pg. 249, eqn. (124) I.i  II

pg. 249, eqn. (12S) AR R

pg. 2 51, eqn. (142) 1 ~H lOdet{1 [}0
pg. 252, line 8 froi

bottom 2 k h -k hC

pg. 261, top line Im, D > 0 In D < 0

pg. 325, aftet eqn.(4) exp( - ikz) exp (± ik Cz)
2 1/ 3, -z13pg. 342, eqn. (9) ( ) "

pg. 344, eqn. (22) f, (0, t) f4l (0, t)

pg. 357, eqns. (100)
and (105) [p(y) ( t], [p(y) - t]2

pg. 361, Fig. 3 s -a 0 a = 1

I am indebted to J. Heading (Southhampton) who pointed out some of these
errata. I would appreciate hearing of any other corrections from readers.

James R. Wait
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado

23 March 1964



To effect these integrations, it is desirable to-make 0.3 i i

use of the following two identities:

d _ i-I2 (.)d [xenf,[HYa) (;) TiHl '(x)]e,l-- O 0(), (12) 0:11 - 66

and

,d rxe:-:i_ *, ).- ( H(2) o 0.l

d L3 [xH(x) + (1) () e()

where upper (or lower) signs are to be considered -0.3 -4

together. In verifying these identities, it is neces- 
3

sar to employ two wellzktnown relatins in Bessel -0:4

function theory [MacLachlan, 1934]. These are -15

d Ro2) (X) (x), (14) 0I -

and a,

d1f)(X) =H 1 () 2) (X) ) (15 L: -o
dx - oX(1 ) II I I I

It is now apparent that AzZm may be expressed
entirely in terms of Hankel functions of order zero 0.6 -3.0
and one, with various real arguments. Using stlih
expressions, curves of the read and imagiinary parts 0* o- 2.5

of Q have been prepared. Some of these are shown o0 1.0
in figures 2a to 8b where, in each case, the abscissa 02! 2.0

is the parameter a, or kC, di. .52

For purposes of discussion, it is convenient to de- 0 - - 1.5

scribe Q as the field anomaly resulting from the
inhomogeneity. In view of the relation -0. - 1.0

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

AZ,. a,-,,A,) [Re Q+i ln Q], (If))C~
Z, [ FuluRE 2. The real and the imaginary parts of Q as a function

of a, or KC, d, where di is the distance from the coastline.

it is evident, for A, real, that Re Q is a measure of tle
amplitude change of the field where Im Q is ae inas- seen in figure 1, the field is beginning to have a singu-
ure of the phase. While the results are still valid if lar behavior for the smallest value ofD, (i.e., 1) which
A, is complex, the above simple interpretation is not is very similar to the corresponding curves given in
applicable. Also, it should be remembered that under part I for the abrupt boundary (i.e., D0=0).
all conditions, IAzml/Z,,,I< or 10Q1« 1, if the pres- The curves in figures 3a and 3b for Oo=200 are very
ent results are to be given any confidence. similar to those in figures 2a and 2b for 00=09. Evi-

dently, a slight obliquity in the traverse across the
5. Discussion of Numerical Results coastline does not modify noticeably the field be-

havior. However, for more oblique conditions, the
The curves in figures 2a and 2b are applicable to curves in figures 4d, 4b, 5a, and 5b for 00=400 and 500

normal incidence. The sinusoidal-like ripples for indicate that significant modifications take place for
negative values of a, may be regarded as an interfer- angles in tois, range. Principally, it is noted that
ence pattern resulting from the comnbination of the when 0o is in the vicinity of 45 the reflected wave is
incident wave and the reflected wave. It is apparent greatly reduced in marnitude. This effect was also
that, as the electrical width Do of the transition zone present in the case of ano abrupt boundary.
is increased, the magnitude of the reflected wave is The 'curves in figures 5a to Sb illustrate the be-
generally decreased. On the other hand, the chiar- havior of the field iomaly for rather highly oblique
acteristics of the transmitted wave, for large positive angles. Again, as in tle case of the abrupt boundary,
values of a,, are not appreciably modified. However, the reflected wave is quite strong. Furthermore, the
it may be observed that in the proximity of the coast- magnitude of the reflected wav\e is not appreciably
line, the nature of the field is profoundly influenced by reduced when D) is increased from I to 5. However,
the width of the transition region. lin general, tle in nearly all angles 0,, the behavior of the transmitted
rapid variations of the field are smoothed out when field is not appreciably modified by changes in the
the transition distance D is increased. As may be width of the transition zone.
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0:2F - -7[ - --- - 2

0.t 8o= 2o°  OA 8o= Wo

0 . 0 .-

1.t 4. 5.0 1.

LI 2

0o*r- 60 t ' 60 -0.4 ..

0.6 .i 0 5 0 5 4o 15

5 05 -t 5 0 15 2

-i I -13
4 0  

6

'1o- 5 1,0 0.6I_ 5D

0:2 0;o 3 .0 -0.2 4I 20
-20 -5 -t0 -5 0 5 0 1 23~ so21(Z

0.2 200
0 o I - o FD60=GUE4. The real and the imaginary parts of Q as a function

20 -15 0 200 1 of a1 or K 1 d where d is the distance from the coastline

FIG-R0. 3. The real and the imaginary parts of Q as ,a function
of a, or KC dd where di is the distance frot the coastline. 0.1

The relative insensitivity of the Q versus a1 curtes,

at bigrhly oblique angles, to variations iii D,, is renjiinis - 0.2I

cent of the reflect-ion of wav-es from. horizontallyI
stratified media [Wait, 1962]. In the latter case it is -0. 1
known that the influence of diffusiveness or non- -20 -5 -to 0 5 10 15 20
sharpness of the boundary is minimized at higily
oblique incidence. 1.0 -- 0

6. Conclusions 0.0 0 5e 6.0

The results given in this paper would seem to shed 0.6
considerable light on the nature of the vertical elec- 0tric field near the boundary of separation. Tie 9 OA - -05U

singularly or infinite )ehavior of the field obtained --
in earlier studies, is not present when the surface 0.2 3.0
impedance changes gradually between the land and
sea portions. However, as the transition zone is -o

diminished the field becomes rapidly varying in the
vicinity of the coastline and becomes very similar to -o.2 . i j I1

5  
1 ] i.

the predicted behavior for an abrupt boundary. A 2- 5 -I 4 -5 0 5 Io is 20 I

conclusion similar to this was arrived at by Godzinski Q1[19621 whose analysis communicated to me in outline FGURE 8. he real and the imaginary parts of Q as a function
was restricted to normal incidence (i.e., On=0). of a or I d where d, is the dia e from the coastline.
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FIGUWa 6. The real and the imaginary parts of Q as a function
of a, or K , di where d R is the distance from the coastline. 0

-0.2 I 5A

-20 -1o. ! - 0 5- 10 153.

a,

FIGURuE 7. The real and the imaginary parts of Q as a function
of ai or KCI d, where d, is the distance from the coastline.
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